
From: Robert Tupper <rj_tupper@hotmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, October 01, 2014 5:27 PM
To: Office

Subject: FW: Trouble and Problem with Bill No. 1

October 1st, 2014

Dear Law Amendment Committee Members:

Thank you for shutting me out and for not allowing me to speak in the Law
Amendment Committee wish is very very wrong to block taxpayers and my

rights as freedom to speak!!

Health Minister is very very wrong and very wrong to refused to meet with
the Union Leaders and it show it is his failure and no respect to peoples!!

I am writing to say it a shame on Liberal Gov't on Bill No. 1 and when the
Health Minister was not there to past his own Bill is not acceptable as taxpayer.

Ido have the right to speak on this Bill No. 1 as a member and Taxpayers!!

I am also Deaf as well and I expect to have interpreter be present with me to

communicate with all of you!

Please stop giving Healthcare Workers hard time all this is outrage and do not
interference it.

Pretty well your Liberal Gov't has violation of my right and freedom to speak!

Please removed the Bill NO. 1 now. It the wrong idea.

The Liberal Gov't does not have the power to take away our rights to choosen
who Union we wants to be in it is up to the Union Members and this has no
business with the Gov't to interference this and it is very wrong!!

It does not belong to the Gov't it belong to the Union and members of Union
and it very clear it is putting things in even more worsten disasters and the
Gov't does not have any power to cut us off and now the Public does not like
what going on right now.

I have called the office asking to put my name in for appt. and only to be turn
l



away as Iam a member of Goodstanding in NS and taxpayer with all this is totally
outrage and also the Province House sitting is not accessible in my need as I
can not hear anything from the House floor so you are basically discrimadation
against me.

Please be advice this is totally all not fair to Taxpayer and the Healthcare workers!!

Bill no. 1 is very very bad idea and wrong path!!

Thank you.

Yours truly,

Robert!


